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Date of birth:  25/12/2018

Breeder: MUDÉJAR WAGYU

Breed: WAGYU FULLBLOOD

MUDEJAR 
KINZUKINU P9658                          

FATHER: AITZATZURUDOI A015 
MOTHER: KINZURU E006 

DEEP PEDIGREE

KIKUTSURUDOI TF146 IMUFRTF146

FATHER: BLACKMORE AIZATZURUDOI A015 BYWFA0015

BLACKMORE AIZAKURA X011 BYWFX011

BLACKMORE KINZURU E006 AI ET BYWFE006

MOTHER: MUDEJAR KINZUAIZA M6788

BLACKMORE AIZAKURA B242 AI ET BYWFB0242

This is one of the most important and unique cow families.  

We identify Kinu 1 as a single breeding cow,  being the 

only cow 100%  Tajima known and the only Okudoi blood 

line to be exported from Japan. The progeny of this family,  

known as Kinuko,  carries 75% of the lineage of Tajima.It is 

the ideal percentage to have in our main breeding herd to 

increase the size and the channel weight,  while maintaining 

consistent quality.

These blood lines are producing protruding channels that go 

beyond the veining alone.  The Veining,  the color of meat and 

the color of fat combine to offer a beautiful piece of meat.The

flavor is accentuated through a feeding process that uses 

natural ingredients to achieve the perfect balance between 

sweetness and wealth.

Descendants of the founding cow Aihime,  they are large in 

size and the quality of their meat is high. The maternal line 

of the past five generations were raised online to Dai Nana 

Itozakura,  so this bloodline is almost entirely of Itozakura 

genetics.  The ancestors were extremely They weighed more 

than 850 kg.

The Aizakura cow family is considered by Blackmore as their 

best family.  The founding cow Blackmore Aizakura U100 

has its genetic influence on more than 2,400 offspring born 

on its farm. She combines the three most important traits,  

producing daughters who reproduce,  superior sons who 

improved the economic value of their partner in offspring 

and high fertility levels,  not only to produce one calf each 

year,  but they respond well in embryo transfer programs and 

semen collection.

MOTHER LINE


